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Appendix B
Parking Analysis

While the campus has seen an increase in the number of students, faculty, and staff 
using public transit, there will continue to be a need to provide adequate parking in 
the future. The analysis of the parking system commenced with a review of the current 
supply and demand on each side of campus while addressing urban and campus design 
when locating new or expanded parking. Walkable districts were identified around 
each of the existing parking structures (garages). One goal of the Master Plan is to 
remove major isolating components (large surface parking lots on the edge of campus) 
from being the first impression of UIC and to have a greener boundary adjacent to 
the neighboring communities. Consolidating the existing surface parking to expanded 
and new parking structures is the primary strategy to achieve this goal. Each existing 
parking structure can be added to vertically and/or horizontally which will allow for a 
more easily maintainable system. Locating the larger parking structures at the perimeter 
of campus and on or adjacent to arterial streets will provide easy connections to the 
campus shuttle system, bike stations, and pedestrian paths so drivers can quickly 
integrate into the ever increasing multi-modal pedestrian-oriented campus.

PARKING ANALYSIS METHODOLOGIES

From the parking usage data provided by UIC, an analysis of the existing parking 
system and projection of future needs has been used to develop the best target number 
of spaces to be provided. This report is specifically based on information and data 
provided by the UIC Campus Parking Department for current parking lot/garage usage, 
number of passes issued for these areas, and peak capacity. Additionally, on-street spaces 
were documented by use of visual tabulation and use of satellite imagery. Two different 
methodologies, described below, were used to analyze the projections.
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PARKING DEMAND ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS 1: The Campus Population Demand Methodology is based on campus 
population figures and driving data from the Office of Sustainability and the 
“Sustainable Transportation & Grounds in UIC” report (April 2009). This report 
provides data about the percentages of campus population that drive alone and in 
carpools for all the different population types. These percentages were then reduced by 
30% on the East Side, based on the Office of Sustainability – “Transportation Goals, 
30% Reduction & Growth Projections”.  This calculation has projected a need for 11,100 
total spaces (4,970 East Side and 6,130 West Side) by year 2040.
 

ANALYSIS 1:  POPULATION DEMAND METHODOLOGY
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ANALYSIS 2: The Square Footage Methodology is based on current supply/demand 
rates relative to building gross square footage and is a recognized analysis methodology 
used on many campuses. First, this analysis has identified parking “districts” on each 
side of campus based on existing parking structure locations. Beginning with the current 
rates, a projection of future 2040 demand based on the number of spaces required per 
1000 s.f. (Parking Demand Ratio) was made. On the East Side, future demand ratios 
are reduced by 25% for the drive alone population and a 5% conversion to carpooling. 
Square footage calculations include the requested Space Needs as well as accommodates 
the complete built plan. This calculation has projected a need for 12,148 total spaces 
(5,120 East Side and 7,028 West Side) in the year 2040. 

ANALYSIS 2:  SQUARE FOOTAGE METHODOLOGY

PARKING DEMAND ANALYSIS
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After review of the different methods 
of analysis, the Steering Committee 
determined that the parking demand be 
based on a number between the high and 
low projections. The parking used for the 
master planning efforts includes 5,940 
spaces – East Side and 7,125 spaces – 
West Side. 

EAST SIDE WEST SIDE2040 PARKING PROJECTIONS
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In preliminary consultation with Desman Associates Parking Consultants, a preliminary 
evaluation of the expansion capacity of the existing campus parking structures has been 
completed. The information listed below comes from Desman’s experience with the 
design of many of these campus structures and through on-going involvement with 
UIC.

EAST SIDE

Maxwell Street Parking Structure:  
Year Built:  2005•	
Levels: 4                                        Existing Spaces: 647•	
New garage that was designed to be expanded on the north and/or south•	
Preliminary estimate of additional spaces:  320•	

Halsted Street Parking Structure:  
Year Built:  1980•	
Levels: 4 (3 up and 1 down)            Existing Spaces: 1,513•	
Could be expanded vertically up to 2 additional levels•	
Preliminary estimate of additional spaces: 750•	

Harrison Street Parking Structure:  
Year Built:  1970•	
Levels: 4     Existing Spaces:  1,237•	
Not designed to be expanded vertically or horizontally or for special events use•	
Could add onto east end. Need area for special events truck parking (6 semis min.)•	
Requires lots of maintenance/restoration and probably has 10-15 years of life before •	
maintenance costs outweigh new structure.
Preliminary estimate of additional spaces:  520 •	

EXISTING PARKING STRUCTURES EVALUATION

Harrison Street Parking Structure

Halsted Street Parking Structure

Maxwell Street Parking Structure
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On the East Side, the existing parking supply outweighs the demand. This presents 
an opportunity to remove a majority of the surface parking lots and provide for 
connective green spaces to decrease the urban heat island effect and reduce stormwater 
management. The parking analysis of the East Side in 2040 projects that over 5,900 
spaces will be available with the strategies indicated above. Although there is a demand 
for Special Events, most of that demand is non-simultaneous with the daytime demand, 
and therefore does not increase total demand. Additionally, consistent with the Climate 
Action Plan, UIC will develop incentive programs to reduce the future parking demand 
associated with the population that drives alone by 30%. A new parking structure on the 
first several floors would be integrated into the Classroom-Office-Learning Building at 
Morgan and Taylor Streets.

WEST SIDE

For the West Side, the existing demand is close to the industry standard of “full or 
maximum“ capacity. Although the West Side is part of the larger Illinois Medical District 
(IMD), parking has been evaluated without sharing parking with other institutions, 
which also do not have spare capacity. Due to lower pricing at UIC facilities, we are 
aware that patrons from other neighboring institutions use the UIC parking facilities. 
Though no data regarding this type of use is available, a programmatic and operational 
revision by UIC may create some capacity within the existing parking structures. With 
the removal of the majority of the larger surface parking lots, the initial parking analysis 
of the West Side in 2040 projects that 5,380 spaces will be available with the strategy 
indicated above. Even with expansion of existing parking structures, this results in a 
750-space deficit that would be accommodated by a new parking facility as part of the 
intermodal station at Roosevelt Road and Paulina Street. Additional parking can be 
located south of Roosevelt Road at a new 13th Street Parking Facility. 

EXISTING PARKING STRUCTURES EVALUATION
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Paulina Street Parking Structure:  
Year Built:  1976•	
Levels: 6    Existing Spaces: 1,124•	
Was designed to be expanded vertically but excess structural capacity has been used •	
in renovations when 1 1/2” topping slab was added on all levels in the early 1990’s.
Could add flat bay(s) to north or east•	
Preliminary estimate of additional spaces:  520•	

Wood Street Parking Structure:  
Year Built:  1991•	
Levels: 5, 7, & 9 •	 (Garage steps in height)   Existing Spaces: 2,310
Was designed to be expanded vertically on two lower sections and to the west•	
Preliminary estimate of additional spaces:  1,225•	

Within the Sustainability and Immediate Impact Projects sections of the Master 
Plan, ideas are provided on how to transform large areas of existing asphalt areas that 
contribute to the heat island effect of campus incrementally as parking is concentrated 
to new structures. Planting trees in bioswales that shade dark colored asphalt will 
decrease the heat gain and make for a more pleasant pedestrian environment while 
removing the “parking lot” gateway condition at the edge of campus. The addition 
of structured parking should come at every major expansion of facilities and needs 
to be carefully studied relative to the impact on the street network and as part of a 
comprehensive transportation demand management strategy.

Paulina Street Parking Structure

Wood Street Parking Structure




